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Feb. 11—February 12 is the second anniversary of the 
passing of Lyndon LaRouche. What better way to cel-
ebrate his extraordinary contributions to mankind’s 
future in so many fields, than with the arrival of Chi-
na’s Tianwen orbiter/lander to Mars 
orbit on February 10, one day after 
the arrival of the UAE’s Hope or-
biter—which will be followed by 
the U.S.’s orbiter/lander Perseverance in less than a 
week. The head of UAE’s Space Agency, Sarah Al-
Amiri, captured the same spirit of scientific wonder 
and purpose needed to solve the terrible crises facing 
Mankind, that Lyndon La-
Rouche’s entire life expressed. In 
a 2017 video she stated:

Today our region, the Middle 
East, is filled with turmoil. It 
is a region that is going 
through a few of its darkest 
hours. And what we are doing 
at the Hope Emirates Mars 
mission is providing a mes-
sage. The Middle East is made 
up of over 50% youth. This 
project Hope is being run by a 
team that is under 35, a team 
that is made up of 34% 
women. The average age is 
27. An entire nation is putting its hope on a 
team of youth, and presenting a message to the 
region…. Science to me is the most interna-
tional form of collaboration. It is limitless. It is 
borderless. And it’s run by passions of individ-
uals for the benefit of human understanding.

Today, Helga Zepp-LaRouche tweeted in response 
to Sarah al-Amiri:

Congratulations for your fantastic vision! You 
must become the inspiration for 
all heads of state on the planet 
and there will be peace on earth! 
HZL.

Also on the occasion of the second anniversary of 
LaRouche’s passing, the LaRouche International Youth 
Movement issued a statement calling for every univer-

sity and educational center around 
the world to take up the study of 
“the method and contributions of 
the American physical economist 
Lyndon LaRouche,” as a matter of 
urgent strategic necessity:

What we instill in the minds 
and hearts of our youth 
through their education will 
give them the tools to decide 
what they will do with their 
lives, taking up the mission of 
a ‘commitment to society’ to 
improve our universe. With 
the method Lyndon La-
Rouche’s ideas represent, the 

word “commitment” won’t frighten them. 
They will see in it the realization of their ideals, 
as they better themselves and consequently 
seek the improvement and benefit of their 
fellow man…. These are the ideas which 
Lyndon LaRouche defended in life, and we 
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young people have assumed the responsibility 
of bringing them to fruition with even greater 
force today. 

Former Mexican President José López Porti-
llo said in 1998: “It is now necessary for the 
world to listen to the wise words of Lyndon La-
Rouche”; and we would add, “it is now neces-
sary that he be studied at every center of learning 
in the world.”

Lyndon LaRouche himself expressed the most pro-
found insight into the meaning of every human life, in-
cluding his own, and its relationship to scientific human 
endeavors such as the colonization of Mars. In his 1983 
classic, There Are No Limits to Growth, LaRouche 
wrote about building an Earth-like artificial atmosphere 
on Mars, adding:

The colonists from Earth will not be satisfied with 
that. One can hear a child’s voice: “But, Daddy, 
where are the trees?” We shall foresee that child’s 
question. We shall have a forest or two on Mars 
even merely because people like trees.”

Such scientific endeavors are Man’s characteristic 
nature:

So, working to that end, each of us contrib-
utes something of enduring worth to culture. 
This activity is our pleasure, our source of 
greatest joys. This joy is associated with the 
act of giving to humanity, of nurturing the 
divine potentialities within others, through-
out the span of generations yet to come. This 
is a joyful act of lovingness toward humanity. 
Without such love, knowledge is a dead 
thing.…

Let us each die joyfully with a smiling 
thought: ‘It has been a good life, and I will not 
give up such a beautiful thing while I have the 
means to stay alive a minute longer.’ Sometimes 
it is necessary to hazard death, but only that 
others and the good may live after us. We may 
surrender our own lives willfully only for the 
cause of life, and for the good which life must 
accomplish. For that reason, we shall grow a 
forest on Mars.
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The Great Leap Backward: 
LaRouche Exposes the 
Green New Deal
Executive Intelligence Review has released this 
Special Report to warn of the extreme danger to 
mankind represented by the Green New Deal, 
also called “The Great Reset” by the leaders of the 
Davos World Economic Forum. 

Already being implemented, this plan is taking 
over the direction of national economies from 
sovereign governments, using the power of central 
banks and the too-big-to-fail private financial 
institutions, cutting off credit to fossil fuel power 
generation and to industrial and agricultural 
enterprises claimed to emit too much carbon. 
Meanwhile it is creating a new huge bubble in the 
“sustainable fuel” sector, hoping to prop up the 
increasingly bankrupt financial system.

Stopping it by returning to a Hamiltonian 
American System credit policy, requires an 
understanding which is the purpose of this report.

EIR subscribers 
who have received 
this Special Report 
as their 68-page 
Feb. 12 issue: Get 
an Offprint edition 
for someone you 
know who should 
have it! 

Special Report is available in soft cover printed copy for $30 plus 
shipping, or as a PDF for $20 (requires e-mail address). 
https://store.larouchepub.com/product-p/eirsp-2021-1-0-0.htm
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